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eSWIM News - CRAP Newsletter #2

TIME TO GET HARD CORE!!!

I hope you all enjoyed your first edition of CRAP - Covid Remote At home Programs - and have
had a chance to run through Session 1 for your shoulders. We're stepping it up a bit for Session
2 and getting hard core...….well, we're working on getting a hard core at some point down the
track if you do your exercises and don't eat that second tub of ice cream.

Don't forget to check out the videos of the exercises on the @eswimelena Instagram account.
I've also loaded all the videos onto the eSWIM YouTube Channel for those who aren't on
Instagram

and also because the formatting is better, but note that there are a couple of

exercises that don't have videos because they are static holds.
CRAP Session 1 YouTube playlist
CRAP Session 2 YouTube playlist

Thanks for all the positive feedback. While the production qualities might be crap, I'm hoping the
content is actually useful!

Time to get CRAPtastic!!!

CRAP SESSION # 2
Core
I've gone for Ninja Style Core programming this session to help you all build strength and
awareness through this really important part of the swimming frame. I'm sure you've all been
told to switch your core on countless times either by me or your Pilates instructor or Sven, your
personal trainer, but what does that actually mean for a swimmer? While you might dream of
having an awesome six pack (and the muscle variety might be easier to attain than the beer type
at this point in time), that's largely irrelevant when it comes to having an effective core for
swimming.

The core muscles are the low slung abdominal muscles including the pelvic floor, and when
engaged they support the hips, lower back and trunk. It's important also to remember that there
are a number of muscles in the upper legs, bottom and torso that work with the core muscles to
create a strong corset that will support all your movements in swimming. Think glutes,
hamstrings, obliques etc
Having a "strong" core doesn't necessarily mean you can do a bzillion sit ups but it does mean
that you are able to keep your core switched on while performing myriad other exercises
because the core should remain switched on at ALL times when you are swimming....and pretty
much doing just about every other form of exercise you can think of, as well as sitting at your
computer and scaling the supermarket shelves for the last packet of toilet paper that has been
inconveniently wedged atop aisle five's rack.
As always, do what you can and stop when you get too tired to perform the skills well. Feel free
to dress up Ninja Style if it makes you feel better....it sure made me feel invincible or is that the
beginning of the descent into madness? In fact, given that you'll be doing these in the privacy of
your own home, dress up in whatever you like but please make sure you at least wear
underwear because I will not be held responsible for any injuries sustained while doing CRAP
Sessions in the nude! Have a CRAPtastic time with these.

CRAP SESSION #2 - Core
Warm Up
1.Pelvic Tilts - gently warm up your lower back, glutes, core and hip flexors with pelvic tilts. Start
with a narrow range and build range as you go. Perform approx. 20-30 reps and aim to flatten
lower back onto floor / mat each cycle.

2. Double leg bridge - with feet flat on the floor, drive hips upwards using glutes and engaging
core. Keep lower back flat and hold at top for 2-3 seconds before controlling the return to the
floor. 2 -3 sets of 10 reps. 30-60 seconds rest in between each set.

3. Single leg bridges - as above but with only one leg on the ground. Lift one leg and extend
so it is in line with the other leg, drive through glutes and either hold in this position ie with legs
parallel or lift extended leg to a vertical position. Control return to floor and repeat 10 times per
leg. Swap legs. 2-3 sets of each leg.

Main Skills
4. Flutter kicks - raise torso and legs off the ground and perform a shallow, fast flutter kick
action for 20 seconds (or as long as you can). Keeping your arms by your side will provide
balance and make it easier to lift the torso. For a more advanced option, put your arms in a
streamline position above your head. Rest 30-60 seconds between sets and repeat 3-5 times.

5. Russian twist- Grab a ball or similar object. Sitting with feet flat on floor and back supported
by an engaged core, lift ball and twist from each side of the body. The heavier the object the
harder it is and you can increase the degree of difficult by lifting your bent legs off the ground as
well. 20 reps ie 10 to each side. 2-3 repeats.

6. Side Planks- The lateral muscles are so important in swimming as they are called upon every
single stroke cycle to support the rotation. Set yourself up in a lateral position with the lower arm
bent at the elbow and sitting under the shoulder. Feet on top of each other if possible but if you
find this hard to balance then you can split your feet apart. Extend upper arm to the sky and hold
OR for a more advanced option, thread the needle under the body and reach up. For static
holds - 30 - 60 seconds. For threading the needle - 10 reps each side 2-3 repeats.

7. Catch and pull single leg - using the stretch cords / TheraBand set yourself up just as you
did for the Catch & Pull from CRAP Session 1 except this time you're only standing on 1 leg.
Make sure the leg that you are extending is the same side as the arm that is pulling. Control
balance with an engaged core and glutes. 8-10 per side, repeat 2-3 times.

8. Ball crunches - Roll onto the exercise ball and place hands under shoulder line. Pull legs
towards arm using core muscles. Roll back out and repeat. If you don't have a ball or you're not
confident you're not going to face plant using the ball, you can place a towel on a slippery floor
(timber, tile) and put your toes on the towel and then draw the feet towards the hands. 2-3 sets
of 10.

Cool Down / Stretching
9. Streamline lunge - Set up in a static lunge position with 90 degree angles on both knees and
hip flexors nice and straight. Make sure hips are also straight ie don't kick one hip out to the
side. Extend arms into a streamline position above the head and hold - keep shoulders relaxed!!
Hold for up to 60 seconds. Rest and change legs. Repeat 2- 3 times each side.

10. Snow angels (vertical or horizontal) - lie on the floor with hands by your side. Keeping
your hands in contact with the floor, slide both arms simultaneously through a full arc so they
meet at the top. Return to the starting position by performing the skill in reverse. Ensure lower
back is flat on the floor, core is engaged and shoulders are relaxed. You can also do this
standing against a wall. Repeat 20 times.

CRAP SESSION 2 - CORE SUMMARY SHEET
CRAP SESSION 1 - SHOULDERS SUMMARY SHEET
Print this out to remind yourself what exercises you need to do and in what order.
Don't forget to check out the videos of the exercises:
CRAP Session 1 YouTube playlist
CRAP Session 2 YouTube playlist
QUESTIONS? Email me and I'll do my best to answer them.

Each CRAP newsletter I will include a rerun of a previous technical info piece that I've written so
you can all remind yourself of how you should be swimming when you actually do get a chance
to swim!
This week we're looking at ELBOWS

#eswimhighanddry PHOTO COMP

Desperate times call for desperate measures!!! Ordinarily, we run the #eswimonholidays photo
comp where clients post photos of themselves sporting their eSWIM gear in exotic and far flung
places. With no travel and no pools, I'm launching a new competition - #eswimhighanddry.
Send in your most inventive ways to keep swimfit while in lockdown. The inimitable Tommy D is
kicking things off with this entry actually from a couple of years ago.......a right Nostradamus in
our midst. The rules are simple:
1. Take a photo of yourself illustrating how you're getting by without access to a pool - the more
inventive and creative the better.
2. Make sure you are wearing your eSWIM gear......if you don't have any, get creative!!!
3. Post your submission on Instagram and tag @eswimelena + #eswimhighanddry
Winners will be announced at the end of the lockdown. Prizes will be truly awesome.....if I've got
any money left by then!!

It's pretty clear that there's a huge amount of information on the web and social media platforms,
some of which is excellent, some of which is good, and some of which is downright dangerous.
Here is a small selection of some of the resources that I tap into and recommend:
GoSwim - amazing catalogue of swimming specific drills. American feed that you can subscribe

GoSwim - amazing catalogue of swimming specific drills. American feed that you can subscribe
to for free and a daily drill will be sent. While much of the info will relate to actual swimming,
there are dryland exercises included and the simple, clear presentation will help you understand
the how and why of much of swimming. Backed up by a daily Instagram feed - @goswimtv
@dandaly - Instagram account with an awesome selection of dryland exercises specifically
designed to get swimmers strong, supple and in control of their movements. New, innovative but
extremely specific exercises and all performed with detailed explanations.
@championptp - Instagram account and although not necessarily swimming specific, still very
well explained and a huge range to follow.
Sleep4Performance - 20 workouts in your underwear in under 20 minutes - Many of you will
know Dr Ian Dunican who swims with eSWIM. Ian has put together this great series of workouts
that can be done anywhere, anytime with little to no equipment, including limited clothing! Some
will find these challenging to start with (and maybe always) but you can always modify to suit
your starting ability and build as you go.
SUGGESTIONS FROM CLIENTS:
If you have any apps, social media feeds etc that you use and think others will enjoy, please
email me and let me know and we'll include them in the next newsletter. First suggestions in are:
Insight Timer, a free app with more than 30,000 guided meditations. Some are a bit cheesy, but
lots are really beautiful. You can select time, style, focus, ETC!
Down Dog, which has yoga, dance and HIIT. It’s free until April 2nd so you can check it out.
Sleep4Performance - Check out the huge range of free podcasts and YouTube webinars
including two recent ones on COVID-19
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